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Thislssue
726-5857

is not only a Booksellep's
coRnep fop handling the latest
and wisest pickings out of the
ten thousand and moRe Books
puBlished evepy yeap inthej^
Jt is a place of lanteRns. lights^
COIORS. alphaBets. pemainOeps,
helps:^^?It is a Booklovep's
k
taveRn, ancient. shRewd, up to-datel
I on the JOB. caReless. lavish,
PARadoxical. w h i m s i c a l I t s
welcomes aRe as fResh as the
fReshest fResh eggs, the panels
| of its dooRs have passwoRds fop
jail Book Bugs. It is a Booksellep sJ
'copnep and a Booklovep s tavepn.
Whethep you laugh OR ppay
depends on how you feel.d

A County Edition
Phyllis Tickle
Art by Brett Busang

Human Life Legislation:
Lights Out on Reproductive Freedom
Audrey May
Art by Jeanne Seagle
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Anarchy On Madison Avenue
J. Ingres
Photos by Deck Reeks

Tom O'Neil Does It To Top 40
Lyn Gillick Visits The Fourth World
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Joan Jett Gets Physical
Allen Hester

Off The Record
Allen Hester

Looking For The Dixie Flyer?
Dixie Flyer's monthly 30,000 free copies are available at over 500
Mid-South locations. Businesses who have advertised with us
serve as some of our distributors. You can find the Dixie Flyer at:

Alice Bingham Graphics, Antenna Club, Ardent Studios,
Art Center, Ballet South, Bananastan, Bert's Clothing,
Blues Alley, Bob Fisher's Musfctown, Book Cottage, Book
Rack, Burke's Books, Cablevision, CBS Records, Clarke's
Quick Print, Corner Deli, Cotton Row Productions,
Dunkin' Donuts, Fantasia, FM 100, Gallery Greenhouse,
Healthy Trading, Hickory Hill, Huey's, Jefferson Square,
Kimbrough Liquors, La Baguette, Little Chef, Magazine,
Master Bedroom, Memphis Center for Reproductive
Health, Memphis Comics, The Music Hall, 1910 Frame
Shop, Rainbow Studios, Rayner Street Studio, Rock 103,
Shoe Productions, Silky Sullivan's, Solomon Alfred's,
Squash Blossom, Strings & Things, Superheads, Super
Subs, Paperback Shack, Pop Tunes, T-Shirts
International, Vela Gallery, WLOK, WLVS, Whatever
Waterbeds, Wizards.
The Dixie Flyer is also
distributed in the Mid-South at
other active retail outlets, all
public libraries, tourism bureau
stations, all college campuses,
concerts and theatres, art
galleries, museums, hotels and
motels, and the Memphis
International Airport.
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Mail Order Sex
Ken E. Pachmayr

The Classified Section

11

Cover Photo: Deck Reeks

THE DIXIE FLYER

Dixie Flyer is published by Dixie Flyer Press Inc. P O Box 40074
Memphis, Tennessee, 38104. Copyright, 1982, all rights reserved. All
manuscripts, letters, artwork and photographs submitted for publication
will be returned if sent with the enclosure of a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. All opinions expressed herein are those of the writers and dc
not represent any editorial stand by the staff of this newspaper. Editorial
and advertising inquiries should be addressed to: DIXIE FLYER, P.O.
Box 40074, Memphis, Tennessee, 38104, or caU 722-8730. Production
offices: 24 N. Auburndale.
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Contributors
There is a touch of rue in Phyllis Tickle's valentine to an old
family retainer. Ms. Tickle, whose Inner City and County
Edition coluhins are to be gathered into book form by the Dixie
Flyer, operates her own publishing company, St. Luke's Press.
Government has finally leaped off our backs.. .only to wander
into our bedrooms, as Audrey May affirms in Human Life
Legislation: Lights Out On Reproductive Freedom. Ms. May has
been active in Community Outreach Programs.
Punk rock is alive and well in Anarchy on Madison Avenue, a
keyhole view of one of Memphis' most dauntless nitespots.
Writer J. Ingres leads a double life as patron and performer at the
Antenna. No stranger to anarchy, photographer Deck Reeks
steps out of the darkroom to make waves with Barking Dog.
Tom O'Neil is famous among Dixie Flyer readers for his
incisive observations and humorous asides. Neither is missing in
his latest confrontation with Billboard's Top 40. There is no
travel fatigue in Lyn Gillick's visit to the Fourth World, her
appraisal of Jon Hassell's latest album, Dream Theory In
Malaya. Ms. Gillick displays her own musical talents as music
director of Ballet South, and as a featured performer with
Roscoe's Surprise Orchestra.
Former Runaway Joan Jett settles down with the Blackhearts
for a love affair with rock 'n roll in Joan Jett Gets Physical, by
Allen Hester. Memphis music-in-the-making is the topic of Allen
Hester's Off the Record column. Mr. Hester is a monthly
contributor to Creem magazine and Sound Arts Journal.
Happiness is not a warm gun for mail-order sex enthusiasts, as
Ken Pachmayr attests in this month's Mail Order Review.

jffi

£

Beat the High Cost of Pickin'!
Vz Off Any Set Of Strings

If you would like to make a contribution to the Dixie Flyer,
contact us at 722-8730. We are looking for you, whether you are
a writer, artist, photographer, designer — or if you are in any
way experienced in producing magazines or books. Positions are
open from editorial and management to advertising sales, and
distribution.
The Dixie Flyer has been published since 1978', but you can
always get in on the ground floor.
Larry Moore's column, Civil Words will return in the
upcoming months.

DfcrieFfoer
Publisher/Editor Sara Van Horn
Managing Editor Ken E. Pachmayr
Associate Editor Allen Hester
Editorial Assistant Brett Busang
Editorial/Production Lyn Jackson, Jim Lillard
Design Eddie Tucker
Advertising Consultant Hazel Fath
Advertising Sales Bob Nelson
Legal Consultant Larry Moore

621 N. Mendenhall

1492 Uni

(at Poplar)
•CUP HERE -CUP HERE-CUP HERE -CUP HERE-CUP HERE-CUP HERE -

1/2

OFF ANY SET OF STRINGS
With This Dixie Flyer Coupon

EAST

MIDTOWN

621 N. Mendenhall
Limit 1 coupon per customer.

1492 Union

This offer expires March 15, 1982
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WRITERS WANTED
Memphis agency wants to get
books and articles published for
area writers. Complete manuscript
not necessary for initial contact.
Write:

BOOKS AND AUTHORS
P. O. Box 41024, Memphis, TN 38104

HIGHLAND PARK AUDIO

REMODELING
INTERIOR
EXTERIOR

PERSONAL SERVICE
GUARANTEED WORK
Reasonable Rates From A
Qualified Professional
ASK FOR LES

A COUNTY EDmON

They hauled our bull away last Sun
day. It was a simple task and as
necessary as it was simple. He had
bred all our cows and the heifers are of
his siring. Time to go. Like us, cattle
must not cross the lines of inbreeding.
Sam had bought a new, young bull
— fine, black, sleek and almost a year
old — back in the early fall. He had
corralled the two together for three
months while the younger settled in,
grew used to us, calmed into new ter
rain, new odors, new routine. I would
go out from time to time and talk to
them, carrying them water or giving
them extra hay.
The young one will be a fine animal
by spring, ready to service the herd in
time for the next spring's calves. The
old one will spend this spring and the
early summer around the bend from us
on a neighbor's farm. He'll earn his
board and keep by serving as stud for
their cows, and in the fall go to market
for re-sale.

By Phyllis Tickle

So it was Sam On Saturday who by
himself drove the old bull into the
holding run and Sam alone who helped,
the men back the cattle truck up to the
gate.. As deliberate as always, the old
one moved without prodding from the
stall to the trailer while I watched from
the kitchen window inside.
They pulled the trailer slowly away,
across the pastures to the cattle gate
and on to the highway. As I watched,
the cows walked single-file in a line
behind the truck, bawling and mooing,
still following their leader even on this
last and most futile of journeys.
I'm a feminist if by that one means
that I demand, at least for myself, the
right to have husband, home and
children while also living the
disordered and uneven life of a writer.
It has rarely been necessary to demand
my right to write while living the con
fined and subordinate life of wife and
mother. It doesn't work from that

452-9756 or 722-8730

Framing to Finish
Skilled Work/Low Rates

GENERAL REPAIRS
ON PLUMBING & GAS
PAINTING, TOO

BEFORE 8 A.M./after 6 P.M. 725-9484

REMINISCENCE
ANTIQUE CLOTHING

/(einpkis
28 IDLEWILD S.

_ w-

%
1462 Poplar Ave.
Memphis, TN 38104
901-274-3550

i

FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
COUNSELING/REFERRAL
MATERNITY RESOURCES
FAMILY PLANNING
PREGNANCY TERMINATION
WELL-WOMAN HEALTH CARE
WEIGHT & SELF-HELP GROUPS
SPEAKERS BUREAU

PHONE: 272-2820

Artists'

supplies
Memphis' most complete art
store. Everything for professional,
student, and amateur artists.

They hauled away our bull last Sunday. It was a simple
task and as necessary as it was simple.
He was my bull in many ways, and
mine also to mourn. The young one
will never take his place. Free in the
pasture or confined in the corral, he
would come to me, his huge black eyes
looking sideways for my hands. His
head would slip up under my palms
and move back and forth asking for
the scratching he loved. His huge,
rough tongue would lick my feet and
legs, my fingers and arms, searching
for the saltiness of exposed skin. Pa
tient beyond the infinite, he would lick
and bob as long as I was willing to con
tinue the game; and walk away with
massive grandeur when I was through
It was understood between us that
neither of us would leave first; we both
must turn back to our own ways at the
same time.

direction in my business. The writing
is the fiber and the biological is the
pursued and cherished.
So we cracked a few jokes...all of
them predictable...about the long line
of bawling heifers and cows, and we
told a few earthy tales, most only
three-quarters true. And we locked the
cattle gate back again. The day's sad
work was done.
But in this month of Valentines and
silly candy hearts, I need to praise old
bulls. I need to mention again the
goodness of having known one,
because it has always been understood
between us that neither of us will leave
first — that we both must turn back to
our own ways at the same time.
AHT BY BHt if BUSANG
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HUMAN LIFE LEGISLATION

Most people feel that a small minority
of the population should not impose
their particular view of morality on
everyone else.
The American system of democracy
technology or the refining of older was clearly based on the ideals of both
Right now a handful of elected of
would monitor any and all pregnan
freedom and tolerance — freedom to
methods could be severely limited.
ficials in Washington are considering
cies, make sure no "illegal" contracep
The "Human Life" legislation right as we see the right, and tolerance
legislation that would make all abor tives (the IUD and birth control pill)
would create constitutional rights for the fact that we don't all see it the
tions — whatever the circumstances —
were used, investigate all miscarriages
"where none existed before — full con same way. The proposed legislation
illegal. This legislation would also ban
for "foul play" and develop expanded
the most effective forms of birth con court and prison systems to punish
stitutional rights and privileges for fer would erode those precious beliefs and
tilized eggs from the moment of con freedoms to a mere shadow.
trol — the 1UD and the pill. Both the 'those who disobeyed the law — all at
Whether through the process of a
so-called "Human Life Amendment" taxpayer expense. In an era when there
ception — and would diminish or
destroy the right to privacy guaranteed constitutional amendment or the
and the "Human Life Bill" would take is great public outcry to "get governto pregnant women under the Con passage of a bill, the issue remains the
the decision of when and whether to iment off our backs," the "Human
have children out of the privacy of the Life" legislation would instead place
stitution. This anti-abortion legisla same: who makes the choices over your
most private decisions?
"Human
family and place it securely in the arena government securely in our bedrooms.
tion would open a Pandora's box of
Life" legislation will strip you of your
of government decree. Every pregnan
legal chaos regarding the status of the
Reproductive rights is not an
cy — planned or unplanned — would abstract issue.
11 million fertilized eggs that come into reproductive rights and freedoms if
The health and
you do not speak up to protect them
be a mandatory pregnancy.
existence each year.
livelihood of millions of women and
Recently there has been heated now. You can make a difference.
Over 20 anti-abortion bills and their families often depend upon the
What can you do? Get Involved!
amendments have been introduced in ability to decide for themselves issues
debate among the anti-abortion groups
Congress since the beginning of 1981. of reproduction. The proposed legisla
over which piece of legislation would Write your Senators and Represen
be the most effective. The latest pro tatives in Washington; they must
Some are more far-reaching than tion would allow few, if any, excep
others, but all are aimed at eliminating
tions to its absolute ban on abortions
posed admendment, S.J. Res 110 in answer to you if they want to get
your reproductive freedom of choice. — not in cases of the tragedy of rape or
troduced by Senator Orrin Hatch of relected. Tell your friends and family
Utah, states that, "a right to abortion about the dangers of the proposed
If passed, a "Human Life Amend incest, or when the fetus is severely
is not secured by this Constitution." "Human Life" legislation. Write let
ment" or "Human Life Bill" would deformed. Not in cases when the fetus
Contact local
Furthermore, S.J. Res. 110 stipulates ters to the editor.
seriously endanger some of our most is destined to die at an early age from a
cherished rights and freedoms.
crippling disease. Not when the health
that wherever federal and state laws organizations working to preserve
reproductive freedom.
regarding abortion conflict, the state
Experience has told us that or the very life of the pregnant woman
Speak up for your reproductive
laws which are more restrictive must
criminalizing abortions will not stop would be endangered by continuing the
freedom — or your freedom of choice
prevail.
The "Human Life"
them from occuring or eliminate the pregnancy.
This means that even if Congress may be silenced soon.
need. It is estimated that approximate
legislation would mandate fetal life as
Local organizations working to
the only legitimate concern. The actual passed no other anti-abortion legisla
ly six million abortions were performed
illegally in the ten years prior to quality of that life or the rights of
tion, the liberal 1973 Supreme Court preserve reproductive freedom of
others involved could not be, con decision would be overruled by any choice include the Memphis Center for
legalization in 1973 — and there is no
state law restricting access to abortion. Reproductive Health (901-274-3550),
way to guess how many women died or sidered at all.
suffered horrible complications as the
There is great diversity of opinion The passage of S.J. Res. 110 could Memphis Planned Parenthood
result of unsanitary, illegal abortions. among different religious groups over result in a patchwork of anti-abortion (901-725-1717), American Civil Liber
Since legalization, women have been
the abortion issue.
In fact, some • laws throughout the fifty states. Thus, ties Union (901-725-1717) and the Na
able to choose safe, legal abortions at
groups fervently oppose the "Human a woman in Tennessee could be denied tional Organization for Women
constituitional rights available to her (901-458-1661),
Life" legislation on a religious basis.
reputable clinics or hospital facilities.
sister in Arkansas or Mississippi,
The passage would impose one moral
Women and their families have been
Story by
(y )
able to choose when and whether to
depending upon the laws adopted by
view upon all Americans, regardless of
Audrey May
have children. Women have been able their religious preference. This would
each state.
Art by
S.J. Res. 110 has been approved by
to choose to have normal, healthy
rob numerous individuals and a variety
of religious denominations of their
the National Conference of Catholic
pregnancies after an abortion because
advanced medical care and legal abor Constitutional freedom to live within
Bishops and other anti-abortiom
tions offer much lower risk of infec
groups.
It is perhaps the most
the teachings of their own church. This
tions or other complications. If the
legislation is in direct conflict with our dangerous piece of anti-abortion
proposed anti-abortion legislation
cherished notion of the separation of legislation yet proposed because it
becomes law, women seeking abortions church and state.
allow states to intervene in constitu
will once again be forced to resort to
According to Dr. George Ryan, tional matters. And, since it avoids
some of the legal problems posed by
the horrors of knitting needle abor
president of the American College of
tions and back-alley abortionists.
Obstetricians and Gynecologists, the earlier anti-abortion amendments, it
"Human Life" legislation would have may be easier for some legislators to
The "Human Life" legislation
would have grave impact on private
drastic impact on the provision of vote for in order to get the troublesome
abortion issue off their backs.
quality health care in this country. If
family decisions concerning the most
effective and appropriate methods of
this legislation becomes law, Ryan
Because of concern over budgetary
feels, it will greatly inhibit the ability of
birth control. This legislation would
matters, there is some speculation that
health care professionals to treat their consideration of "social legislation"
prohibit the use of some of the most ef
female patients when the preferred such as abortion will be postponed un
fective and popular contraceptive
treatment to help or save the life of the til late in 1982. However, sponsors of
devices, the IUD and birth control pill.
woman might be harmful to a fetus.
some of the bills have pledged to bring
Under the HLA/HLB, the use of these
In addition to prohibiting the use of
the issue before the full Congress as
birth control methods would be a
criminal act punishable by law. A
the pill and the IUD, the "Human early as this month.
Life" legislation would have a definite
IpCshort, the various versions of the
woman could go to jail for taking birth
control pills to control her fertility. '"chilling" effect on research necessary proposed "Human Life Amendment"
Her husband or partner could be
to develop new forms of birth control. and the "Human Life Bill" are
charged as an accomplice to a crime.
One of the reasons abortion has been medical, ethical and legal nightmares.
necessary through the ages is that birth
However one feels about the abortion
So could the woman's physician if the
control is not foolproof. One out of issue, this legislation is neither a sensi
doctor in any way helped or encourag
three couples using a reversible method ble nor humane way to resolve it. In
ed the use of the pill or the IUD.
In order to make sure these antiof birth control will experience an addition, public opinion polls in Ten
abortion, anti-birth control laws were
unplanned pregnancy within five years. nessee and throughout the nation have
obeyed, it would be necessary to create
If this anti-abortion, anti-birth control shown repeatedly that the vast majori
complex federal and state fertility
legislation
is
enacted,
new ty of Americans believe abortion
monitoring.systems. These agencies
developments in birth control should remain a safe, legal option.

Lights Out On Reproductive Freedom
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TOM 0'NEIL
DOES IT TO TOP 40

cufsie*'
THANK YOU MEMPHIS
FOR YOUR SUPPORT
Paul <& Doug
P.S. We'.re Still
Looking for Tunes.

RAYNER STREET
RECORDING
MEMPHIS. TENNESSEE
278-1100

I come from the first generation that
used to buy albums exclusively (big
record small hole). The rock enthusiast
of the sixties had no use for singles
(small record big hole). Plain everyday
economics however, can change the
most jaded critic. Albums are very
soon going to start costing somewhere
in the neighborhood of ten dollars and
upwards. Singles, on the other hand,
are going to bottom out at two bucks
max. What I'm trying to admit to is: A
- I listen to a lot of top-forty radio
these days, and B - I will buy a single
that appeals to me for no aesthetic
reason whatsoever. Some of my
favorite records fall in category B.
What is the state of top-forty radio you
ask? Not bad... Actually I should
amend that... It can be brilliant in one
breath and pathetic to the last gasp. All
in all about the same shape top-forty
has been from day one.
My endeavor here is to define state
of the art as of Jan. 16 (according to
Billboard) I will be brief...
1 Physical Olivia Newton John* The
video that accompanies this chestnut
can be viewed with the sound off. A
pleasant distraction.

2 Waiting for a Girl Like You
Foreigner They are all going to move

to the west coast if they haven't
already. Boring!

3 Let's Groove Earth, Wind, and Fire
Too much formula...not
nourishment.

enough

4 1 Can't Go for That Hall and Oates
Repetitious, loved on all formats, and I
hate it.

5 Centerfold J. Geils Band

f

My sentiment's exactly.**

8 Turn Your Love Around George
Benson Always change the station
when this comes on.

9 Trouble Lindsey Buckingham
You need to hear the whole LP to ap
preciate this...quirky.
Thought it was Linda Ronstadt...

11 Yesterday's Song Neil Diamond

Sorry...

13 Hooked On Classics Royal
Whatever Sick of it yet?
14 Cool Night Paul Davis Next?
15 Young Turks Rod Stewart
Best thing he's done in years. Welcome
back Rod.

16 Someone Could Loose A Heart
Tonight Eddie Rabbit A crossover ar
NEW WAVE VIDEOS!
LIVE MUSIC!
DANCE! ,

•MEMPHIS1 FIRST AND ONLY•
•VIDEO CLUB•

totally superficial.

26 Sweet Dreams Air Supply Love
and Maple Syrup does not a lubricant
make. Kangaroo cheese....
27 Take My Heart Kool and the Gang

For people who can subtly boogie in
place. A nice trick.

28 Under Pressure Queen and David
Bowie Would not go camping with this

group!

29 Love Is Alright Tonight Noah
Springfield 1 hate soap operas but love
Springfield's singles.

30.Our Lips Are Sealed The Go Go's
I like this for all the wrong reasons.

31 Steal The Night Stevie Woods
Thought it was Benson....

32 Oh No The Commodores A class
act...I don't buy their records but I
never get sick of them on the radio. Eat
your heart out Maurice...

33 Every Little Thing She Does Police
next big thing. Very

Almost the
promising.

34 Through The Years Kenny Rogers
I have to" go to the bathroom now.

35 More Than Just The Two Of Us
Sneaker 1 think I've heard this but I'm

37 Working For The Weekend
Loverboy When I was a kid, hump day

I know she's good, I just don't like
this.

CLUB

25 Why Do Fools Fall In Love Diana
Ross Nice arrangement, very catchy,

6 Harden My Heart Quarterflash

12 Comin' In Barbara Streisand

/40\^

to like this song... now I don't.

not sure.

10 The Sweetest Thing Juice Newton

4&+ANTENNA<im±

records. I'll probably buy a few.

24 She's Got A Way Billy Joel I used

36 Love In The First Degree Alabama

7 Leather and Lace Stevie Nicks

March 5.6 - FOREPLAY, $3.00
March 10 - Rock 103 Party with CREED
March 11,12 - CREED, $3.00

22 Take It Easy On Me Little River
Band So that's who that is..Not bad.
23 You Could Have Been With Me
Sheena Easton* She will sell a lot of

"Freezeframe" sounds better on the
radio but this ain't bad.
Does nothing for me.
Feb 17 - Rock 103 Party. ($1.03 cover charge and p,
ty prices) with music by FIVE MILES HIGH
Feb 19.20 - CREED $3.00
Feb 21 - CREED. Ladies get in free, drink free. M
$3.00
Feb 24 - Rock 103 Party with Jimmy Van Zant.
Feb 26.27 - DELBERT M
$6.00 At door.

singer. So was Bobby Vinton.

21 Come Go With Me The Beach Boys
The last Wilson brother still playing
with a full deck has left the group and
will not return until...he loses thirty
pounds.

tist...The reason
became extinct.

shore

batteries

17 Waiting On A Friend Rolling Stones
Not my second choice, but their best
LP in years.
18 Shake It Up The Cars More carnal
knowledge and less electronics
guys...c'mon..

19 Leader Of The Band Dan Fogelberg
Hate it!

20 I Wouldn't Have Missed It.. Ronnie
Milsap OK. OK. So now he's a pop

Well, the Eagles woke up, didn't they?

meant something more than a Wednes
day..Do you read me Mempho?
38 Key Largo Bertie Higgins Never
heard it!

39 All Our Tomorrows Eddie Schwartz
Haven't heard this either.

40 Sea Of Love Del Shannon 50's
rocker produced and backed by Tom
Petty. A natural? Not really.
* I need to speak with you in the worst
way! * See *

LYN GILLICK
VISITS 4TH WORLD

Jon Hassell (innovative composer,
record producer and former Memphian) has completed a second volume
of Fourth World music. The title is
Dream Theory in Malaya. Briefly,
Fourth World music is an integration
of non-western form, style and sounds
(Malaysian on this album) with
Western synthesizer and tape
technology. The result is distinctive; a
contemporary, even futuristic art with
a tribal soul.
According to Hassell's notes,
"Dream Theory in Malaya is titled
after a paper by visionary an
thropologist, Kilton Stewart, who in
1935 visited a remarkable highland
tribe of Malayan aborigines, the Senoi,
whose happiness and well-being were
linked to their morning custom of

FEBRUARY 1982

family dream-telling — where a child's
fearful dream was praised as a gift to
learn to fly the next night and where a
dream-song or dance was taught to a
neighboring tribe to create a common
bond beyond differences of custom.
Throughout, Fourth World Volume
Two expresses a place where humans
are in harmony with natural and
spiritual elements and with each other.
There is something soothing, timeless
and relentless about the work rhythms,
water rhythms, voice and breath
rhythms. The music sound material
itself ranges from realistic (laughter)
through highly stylized (trumpet which
has been modified into a semi-human,
breathy chant.) Most of the composi
tions consist of several layers of ongo
ing repeated music-sound events, hap
pening simultaneously. There is a
water layer. The water might be trickl
ing and intimate, a medium for
physical labor, symbolically or
spiritually suggestive. Also usually,
there is a voice-modified trumpet
melody/chant layer and a percussion
layer. Among these layers, there are
subtle shiftings and changes in rela
tionships and in the sounds themselves.
It's entirely possible to hear a given
piece differently each time.
I especially liked "These Times", a
lovely, intense setting of delicate highpitched gongs, forest birds, women's
voices and some quiet water (peaceful
bathing? a ceremony?) "Malay", an
account of Semelai clothes washing,
begins and ends with a hauntingly
beautiful call. The day goes on, the
. work (body percussion and drums-all
very gentle) shifts tempo from time to
time. Community pleasure in ac
complishing a basic task is the
message, and the progression of
sounds in Malay is a sensuous celebra
tion of that. (It occurred to me that this
is, for all its tightly disciplined
coherence and coolness, an incredibly
romantic album.)
Dream Theory is structured around
another quality of water. It evolves
from the preceding cut, "Courage";
the theme has been tossed into the
water where it causes ripples, wavelets,
and convolutes back on itself. There
are sound echoes, reverberations, and
spinoffs which build up to an ongoing
boiling complexity. "Datu Bintung"
uses a combination of vigorous
rhythmic patterns accompanied by a
simple vocal-style chant on one pitch.
When that pitch drops a tone, the ef
fect is jolting. That reflects the hyperperceptive way you begin to respond to
this recording after it has been in your
ears for awhile.
Dream Theory in Malaya has an en
ticingly peaceful presence. As with
Hassell's Fourth World Volume /,
there is the conviction that any one of
the compositions could unfold over a
period of hours rather than minutes;
that the listener is experiencing a sort
of condensed version. Nonetheless, it is
very satisfying music and can be ex
perienced in a variety of ways — like a
river which can either be observed
from the distance as an unchanging
scenic element, allowing a detached,
aloof pleasure; or like a river where
you dive in with the inhabitants and
feel the currents.
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JOAN JETT GETS PHYSICAL
by Allen Hester

At 22 years old, Jett is a veteran of
rock and roll stages all over the world.
When she was only fifteen, she joined
an all-girl group, The Runaways,
formed by rock's premier huckster,
Kim Fowley. She co-wrote most of
their material, sang and played guitar.
The band recorded five albums; three
of them went gold in Japan and
Australia. Before the inevitable high
tensions and exhausting touring
schedule caused The Runaways to dis
band in 1979, Joan Jett had already
established herself not only as a singer,
but as a band leader, songwriter,
guitarist and producer.
After The Runaways broke up, Jett
didn't even break stride. She advertised
for musicians in the LA papers, and
soon formed her new band, The
Blackhearts: Eric Amble , lead guitar;
Gary Ryan, bass; and Lee Crystal,
drums. At the same time, she formed
her own record label, Blackheart
Records. In less than two years, The
Blackhearts have risen from a twohundred dollar a night opening act to a
headline attraction.
This relentless drive has brought
Joan Jett to her present position as one
of the fastest rising acts in rock music.
Her latest album on Boardwalk
Records (distributed by CBS), I Love
Rock and Roll is zooming up the
charts. Two weeks ago, the sjngle
jumped an amazing 41 points in one
week; at last reading the song was sit
ting at Number 96 with a "double
bullet". This means that the record,
and Joan Jett, are hot.
At The Music Hall in Memphis, Jett
didn't ride in on a motorcycle; she
didn't come down out of the ceiling on
a chain hoist, and she didn't kill any
birds on stage. What she did do was
rock and roll until she was drenched
with sweat. She played guitar, sang
from the gut, and led her band in a
blistering set that had the crowd on
their feet and cramming for position at
the front of the stage for most of the
show.
The Blackhearts opened with "Bad
Reputation", the title cut from Jett's
first solo album. From there, the band
stormed through some great cover
material ("Bits and Pieces" by the
"Dave Clark Five"; "Wooly Bully"
by Sam the Sham; "Crimson and
Clover" by Tommy James and the
onondells) mixed with original tunes
from the new album I Love Rock and
Roll.
Unlike a lot of popular female
rockers, such as Benatar, Ronstadt, or
the Wilson sisters (from Heart), who
bring a certain degree of sophistication
and panache to the rock stage, Joan
Jett is anything but sophisticated. In
keeping with her "bad reputation",
she brings to the stage a mischievous
spirit and a ravenous appetite for close
encounters with passion, violence, and
unavoidable predicaments.
Introducing "Victim of Cir
cumstance", Jett jumped to the
microphone and shouted: "You know,
there's two kinds of people in this

world — you got your troublemakers
(audience goes wild) and then you got
people like us who just seem to get into
trouble!" (audience explodes into
delerium). Jett had some other great
tunes, too. "You're Too Possessive",
"Do You Wanna Touch Me", and
"Black Leather". But the biggest
response of the evening came when The
Blackhearts burst into "I Love Rock
and Roll". Before they started into the
tune, Jett grabbed the mic again and
screamed 'Memphis! There's a lotta
things in this world that I like (crowd
howls in agreement; they like a lot of
things too. Right now they like Joan
Jett a whole lot.) She continues: 'But I
love Rock and Roll!!" (bedlam in The
Music Hall; the crowd joins in on the
chorus, and three encores later (in
cluding "Summertime Blues" by Eddie
Cochran), the Blackhearts retired to
the dressing room. Exhausted, they
had earned their money.
In a post-performance interview,
Joan answered a few questions about
her immediate itinerary, future plans,
and her love affair with rock and roll.
DF: You opened your set tonight with
a song that sounded a lot like Eddie
Cochran's "Summertime Blues". Did
you write it with that song in mind?
JJ: No, not at all. It just happens to
sound similar; it has that same feel.
DF: You did "Summertime Blues" for
your second encore. Any connection?
JJ: No, we just like the song. Besides,
you can't write anything new in rock
and roll; it all sounds like something
else. It's just rock and roll, you know.

DF: Does it bother you to sing the song
that way, from the male point of view?
JJ: No, not at all. Why screw up a
good song? Besides, it sounds dumb to
change it around. We also do "Starfucker" by the Stones, and I don't
change the words to that one, either.
DF: Let's talk about being a female in
a rock and roll band. First of all, the
Runaways.
J J: It was really bad back then.
Couples would come to see the
Runaways, and the guys would get
really turned on by us; their dates
would get jealous; that whole thing.
DF: Is that where the song "You're
Too Possessive" came from?
JJ: Definitely. It was written about
that period in my life. I could see it
happening with the crowds that the
Runaways had, and in my own life,
too.
DF: You've been in this business since
your were fifteen years old; now you
are 22 and have an established career.
As fleeting as stardom sometimes is,
don't you ever worry that you might be
"over the hill" so to speak, before
you're even thirty years old?
JJ: No! I never worry about stuff like
that. I plan on being in the business for
a long time. I feel like I am successful
already — I'm not rich — but I do feel
successful. There is no greater feeling
in the world for me than being on
stage. I love to sweat, to get physical
and work until I'm exhausted. To me,
that is everything.
DF: You play mostly rhythm guitar,
It's the feeling.
DF: What is the story behind Bad but you are, it seems to me, different
than a lot of the popular female
Reputation?
J J: Well, a lot of people still don't rockers of the present day, Pat
know that my first solo album was call Benatar, for example, who don't play
ed Bad Reputation. The album was instruments onstage. You seem like
released in Europe first under the title more of a band member than a
of just Joan Jett. Then when it was im "female vocalist" who fronts a band.
ported to the U.S., we changed the J J: I don't listen to Pat Benatar; I
name to Bad Reputation. Still, a lot of don't know what she does. But I am a
Blackheart. I started playing guitar
people aren't aware of that album.
DF: You sort of went out on a limb when I was fourteen and it's just se
with your own label, didn't you? Are cond nature to me now. I prefer to
you happier with the present arrange stick to basic rock and roll riffs and
fills; I don't get too fancy with it. But a
ment?
JJ: Yeah, a lot happier. Now I'm on lot of the lead lines on the new album
Boardwalk Records, with distribution were done by me.
through CBS, and my producer, Kenny DF: What about "Wooly Bully"? Did
Laguna, is great. He has a good sense you do that as a sort of tribute to Mem
of what I can do best, which is straight, phis, since it was recorded here?
JJ: No, we do it whenever we feel like
hot rock and roll, basically.
DF: One thing that intrigued me about it. I just like the song, that's all.
your cover of Crimson and Clover was DF: How does Memphis compare with
that you didn't change the words to fit other cities that you've been through
the point of view of a woman singing on this tour?
the song instead of a man. You let the JJ: Well, we just came from St. Louis,
lyrics stand as Tommy James sang and tomorrow we're leaving for
Charlotte, North Carolina. All I can
them. Why?
JJ: You're the first person to ask me say about Memphis is that it is pro
that! I thought everybody would; when bably the friendliest place we've been.
Kenny, my producer, suggested that I The people here have treated us really
do the song, I asked him about the great; the club owners, the radio sta
words; you know, should we change tion (Rock 103's Redbeard did a live
them around, and he said no. And interview the day of the concert)-,
when I asked him why, he said because everybody's been really good to us
that song was written about a feeling, here. The guys in the band want to go
and not about any particular person. out to Elvis' house in the morning
We felt that it was too good a song to before we leave; they're really excited
go messing with, so we let it stand as it about that, because Elvis is it IT, you
know, for rock and roll.
was written.
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"You ain't nothin' but a hound dog'
— Elvis
Elvis said it in seven words and it shook the world.
Can you raise a ripple in Memphis with twenty-five?
Place your classified ad in the Dixie Flyer by mailing
your message to us at 24 North Auburndale,
Memphis, Tn. 38104.
Buy, sell, or trade your goods and services in the
fastest-growing Memphis monthly newspaper with
30,000 free Mid-South circulation.
25 words or less...$5.00
One-inch camera-ready art...$10.00
First line bold...$.50
Additional words (each)...$.10
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OF
THE
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By Allen Hester

Memphis area musicians and writers
will be well represented in the upcom
ing Grammy awards. Nominees from
Memphis are in several different
categories, and they are as follows:
Best Gospel Performance, Contem
porary: DeGarmo and Key Band for
their album, This Ain't Hollywood.
Best Gospel Performance, Traditional:
James Blackwood, for The Masters V.
Best Soul Gospel Performance, Con
temporary: A1 Green, for "The Lord
Will Make A Way." Best Soul Gospel
Performance, Traditional: Al Green,
for The Lord Will Make A Way. Best
Ethnic or Traditional Recording:(Two
Nominees) B.B. King for "There Must
Be A Better World Somewhere," and
Koko Taylor for "From The Heart Of
A Woman." Best R&B Vocal Perfor
mance, female: Aretha Franklin for
"Hold On, I'm Comin', which was
written by David Porter and Issac
Hayes. "Bette Davis Eyes," co-written
by Memphian Donna Weiss, has been
nominated in several categories.
So who says Memphis Music is
dead? Looks like it ain't even sick!
Rayner Street Studio is busy this
month with Sam the Sham, who is recutting his legendary "Wolly Bully"
and other tunes with his sights set on a
TV mail-order album. Cybil Sheperd
continues work on her album, with
Ron Dickerson and Paul Zaleski
engineering and producing. Tim Good
win is working on a rock album, and
Lee Moore has just completed his
album project. Ron Dickerson reports
that "The Big O" Roy Orbison has
been in a couple of times to check out
the studio, but no final plans to record
there have been made as yet.
Tony Joe White is back in the studio
at Cotton Row, with Ward Archer, Jr.
behind the board and Steve Cobb on
bass, Jeff Hale on drums and Marvell
Thomas on keyboards. Two projects
have recently been completed at Cot
ton Row, Willie Covington's new
album and new tracks from Edwin
Hubbard. Songwriter Gerard Harris
has a jazz-rock project underway at
Cotton Row. Also pianist Donald
Brown was recently in the studio dur
ing a holiday break from his extensive
touring schedule with jazz great Art
Blakey.
Kin Vassy, a former member of Ken
ny Rogers and the First Edition, is in
the studio at Lyn-Lou. Vassy has a
single entitled "When You Were Blue
and I Was Green" that has just been
added by WMC 79 radio. In addition,
Mel McDaniel is in the studio, along
with a new female artist, Jimmi Can
non, and Billy Swan. Producer Larry
Rodgers and his able crew of house
musicians, better known to most coun
try music fans as Shylo, are busy as
always on a variety of country music
projects.
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Rick Christian (author of "I Don't
Need You," Kenny Roger's number
one country single in 1981) was in town
over the holidays and cut four new
tracks at Shoe Productions
with
Wayne Crook producing and Andy
Black engineering. Christian has mov
ed to Hollywood and formed his own
publishing company, Finely Mine
Music, Inc. Accompanying on that ses
sion were Danny Roberts, Chad
Cromwell, Dave Smith, Carl Marsh
and Gene Nunez. Another of Chris
tian's tunes, "Good Girl Gone
Bad"was recently released by
RCA/Canada as the title cut of a new
album by Terry Crawford.
Debra DeJean has finished work on
her album at Shoe, and her second
single release, "Are You Loving
Somebody" released late last year, has
climbed to number 15 with a bullet on
Billboard's dance chart. DeJean is now
working on a video project with
Charlie Lawing and Dave Smith of
Creative Video Service (CVS).
Memphis-based Zee (David Mayo,
bass, Richard Orange, guitar, and
Steve Mergen, drums) has just released
a single entitled "Back Seat Harmony"
in Europe on the RCA label. The
group has an album completed and in
the can; the bulk of the recording being
done at Britannia Studio in Hollywood
and produced by Gordon Mills, whose
production credits include English
rocker Dave Edmunds, Gilbert
O'Sullivan and others. The group is in
the studio now over at Shoe, working
on new material and monitoring the
progress of their single, which was
released Jan. 1.
In other news from Shoe, Brazilian
artist Malcolm Forrest has chosen
"Movie Love" by Memphis songwriter
Rob Junklas as the title cut of his new
album. Shoe's growing catalog of
songs continues to attract attention
from artists all over the country. Shoe
president Warren Wagner reports that
the firm now has a dozen foreign subpublishers, and they have retained the
Altman-Greenberg Agency in New
York to further promote the catalog.
Point Blank is in at Ardent, working
on a new album with Bill Ham produc
ing and Terry Manning behind the
board (for MCA Records). Roy
Howell, Memphis guitarist and
songwriter, has been doing some
demos at Ardent, and has just reached
a publishing agreement with producer
Jim Ed Norman, whose production
credits include the Eagles awardwinning Hotel California album.
Howell has also been doing some ses
sion
work
at
Ardent
with
singer/songwriter Tommy Hoehn, who
made big waves in the record biz a few
years ago with his first album, then on
London Records. In addition to
Howell, bassist Keith Young and
drummer Paul Wayne played on the
session with Hoehn. Also at Ardent,
Jack Holder is engineering and produc
ing new material by the Breaks. Con
gratulations to the Bar-Kays, who
record their chart-busting tunes at Ar
dent, upon receiving their fifth straight
gold record award for their latest
album Night Cruisin' on Polygram
Records.
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I like women. Some of my best r But what was really being sold
pulsating sex organ cost $49.00, the
friends are women. Why, I've even wasn't the secret of sex after 40, but
deluxe pulsating Angie with soft sexy
by Ken E. Pachmayr
been swimming in the same pool with pills.
Yes, folks, tiny pills, little
Travis who works at the local render
'em. I am also a devout advocate and miracle makers called Bio-Gene 81, i voice option cost $62.00 and the
pulsating, talking Angie with sexy pan
ing plant I think I'll pass.
supporter of equal rights for the "for that extra bit of insurance" when
ties with hair in the right places cost
weaker sex.
They should, by all knowledge alone isn't enough. They
Last but not least are the cure-all
means, receive equal pay and equal claimed that the diet doesn't quite pro $72.00. You can also order extra wigs
drugs and ancient Chinese remedies
consideration in job promotion plus vide the nutrients necessary for a in blonde or brunette for $10.00 more.
guaranteed to do wondrous things to
There is also another option that I'd
everything that goes with equality, up healthy sex life.
the body. However, it seems that those
rather not talk about; just suffice it to
to — and including — the draft (if it
who order these sexual cure-alls are
My friend didn't leave me the pam
comes back.)
Women not being phlet so I wasn't able to test their secret say it is something akin to a vacuum
somewhat illiterate. And, indeed, a
drafted has always been a sore spot or their pills. I'm not sure of the ad cleaner. Mattel could learn a lesson
lesson in word meaning is needed to
from this company.
with me. In fact, my long time motto dress where you can send for this uni
educate those considering shelling out
However, if it is live girls you want, good cash for bad pills.
has been "Give me some women who que pamphlet or the miracle pills, but it
your dreams can be fulfilled through
are stout-hearted men."
It would be helpful to know what the
is offered by Frank E. Bush, Inc. of
mail order. In the classified section are
There is, of course, the world as it New York.
words placebo, didactic, ersatz or
several ads offering Mexican and
really is. Men are men and women are
spurious
mean. You usually find one
The way I look at it is that no matter
Oriental women who are looking for
...well...women. My mother is one whom you desire, that no matter how
or more of these words mixed with the
American husbands. Also, if your
and has been most of her life. many pills you take, if the object of
ads. For example, an ad for Liquid
taste is towards the fair of skin, there is
Spanish Fly, calling it the "Real
Something for which I am eternally your desire says "No" then you could
an ad offering Swedish women.
grateful.
Thing" guaranteed to work on the col
desire and eat pills until you die of old
Then there is the ad that begins with dest women to heat them up fast and
Speaking of women, a friend came age (probably around 41).
bold caps "There is more to life than
by recently and showed me a brochure
Sex sells! It has been a fact of adver sex...Money!" offering contacts with motivate body action urging the
woman to desire you, has the word
he had gotten through the mail. It had tisement since the beginning of
rich career women for love, marriage,
spurious in small type in the middle of
large headlines which read, "Now have Madison Avenue. And my — how well
sex and financial security. Obviously
sex with anyone you desire any time it works.
the ad. Now according to my dic
I was surveying several this is for the American gigolo. If the
you wish, as often as you wish."
magazines devoted to little else than ad tempts you just call Linda at Suc tionary it means "false, counterfeit."
"Really?" I asked.
If you see an ad with the word placebo
sex (in the interest of research) and cess Dates (312) 262-6900. Tell them I
it means an inert or innocuous medica
"Well, I'm not really sure. At least I found many things that can be yours
told you to call. I wouldn't settle for
haven't yet," he confided.
for a small fee and the cost of a postage anything less than a corporate ex tion given especially to satisfy the pa
tient. It also means vespers for the
"No luck at all?" I questioned fur stamp.
ecutive of a Fortune 500 company. Ac
ther.
The sex industry is big business. tually a part-time waitress wouldn't be dead. You can bet that number one .is
the correct meaning when used with the
"Well," he continued, "I tried.
They offer every conceivable perverted
so bad. But if you can choose, choose ads.
First I desired Raquel Welch, and plaything imaginable and some that are
Then there is the word ersatz.
big I always say.
That is a real cute word and looks
nothing. Then I desired Suzanne Som- beyond the realm of human reason.
There are more offers than I could
mers, and nothing. I decided to try
Take, for instance, Angie.
Now count for obscene phone calls. Plus an somewhat like it belongs with the
remedies offered in ads. But in reality
and make it easy. So I desired Big Angie isn't a real person but a life-size
endless number of porno film ads
it means substitute. Now the word I
Mildred. But, you know, not even a love doll. Life-size love dolls have
covering several pages. These films
nibble."
been on the market for some time but could probably replace night-time like best is didactic. That really looks
like a scientific word. Not so, says the
"Are you sure you read the instruc twentieth-century technology has
television viewing, which by some stan
dictionary. It means "intending to
tions right? Did you get a money-back caught up with the industry. Angie is
dards has become somewhat obscene
convey instruction and information afr-—
guarantee?" I asked, trying to make no longer inflatable. According to the
anyway.
him feel like it wasn't his fault.
well as pleasure and entertainment or
ad Angie "cannot leak, puncture or go
I am amazed at the number of po making moral observations." You can
"I did everything they said. Besides, flat." I really consider those attributes
tions and lotions sold for sex's sake. A
choose whatever meaning you want.
I didn't want to send for my money to be closer to human than Angie.
company called Valentine Products of
But for my money I wouldn't buy a
back. Well, it would be kind of embar After all humans do leak, puncture and
Mt. Morris, Illinois offers such items
product with the word didactic in the
rassing, you know, they would know go flat. Anyway the ad continued
as (I will leave it to your imagination as
that I, well, couldn't, you know."
"Her soft vinyl skin is filled with to what they are used for) Go-Go ad. In fact I wouldn't buy any drug
"I know." I said, consoling him.
resilient foam that will easily support Tablets, Mr. Big, Female Bliss Cream, through the mail that didn't have the
stamp of approval from the Federal
My friend left rather dejected and your weight. It gives a little and
Longtime Cream, Joy Jelly, Spanish Drug Administration on it.
left the brochure with me. The com bounces back just like real flesh." I'm
Fly Massage Oil, The Persuaders, Mo
Someone said that sex is the the only
pany he received the brochure from of not making this up. In fact Angie is
tion Lotions, Spanish Fly Sugar, Pro
fun you can have without laughing,
fered (for a small fee, of course) to collapsible — just like most humans —
long Spray, Knock Out Pills, Hypnotic
i However, if people really order the
send you.the pamphlets necessary to do and can be safely hid in the closet. Now
Pills
and
the
New
Andros
which
is
sup
items shown in these magazines (and
what my friend couldn't.
this life-size, vinyl-covered plaything is
posed to contain the sexual scent of the
someone must be buying because it
The brochure stated that it was for not cheap and comes with as many op
male animal that is purported to attract
men and women over forty. You know tions as a good-sized luxury car. For
cost a hell of a lot to place an ad) and
women as if they were in heat. I don't people really, really use these things, I
the age when you can't, or are led to instance, the regular Angie doll cost
know what the male animal smell is,
believe that you can"
$39.00, the deluxe with electronically but if it is anything like my Uncle can't imagine how they could get
serious long enough to ever have sex.
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Announcements
1982 240 D MERCEDES-BENZ
!!.N
FOR ONLY $1.00, Donations will support the
Lowenstein House, Vocational/Social Center for
the Mentally 111. 756 Jefferson. For more ticket in
formation and sales locations, call: 525-1960.

Publications

CREATIVE HYPNOSIS. Specific and generalized
programs for self-enhancement; stronger goaldirection, increase creative potential, reduce stress
| Call: 452-9756. On weekends.
WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER CREATIVE
WRITING CLASS. Leader: Sara Van Horn. 6
to 9:30 p. m. Call 274-6855, or 722-8730."""
TYPIST: Fast, accurate manuscripts, medical and
legal notes, thews. Call Lucinda at 528-6065 betINCOME TAX. Qualified St Professional help

Services
CLARKE S QUICK PRINT - 1326 Poplar Ph.
725-7742. Business Cards, 500 - J15.95, 1000
>5 (typesetting included). Printed Copies of
paper available). Quality Pr
Xerox copies, .10 cents ea. $3.95. Why not stop by and
QUICK? Or call 725-7742 f,

Don'TwanMo w "r "r^Ct H365

"

CPA?

BABYSITTER: Deborah Jones, 362-8013 after 4
PM. (references available).
HOMEffBIRTH PRENATAL CLINIC. 2 lay midand post partum care. Call Margie Rumbarger'
324-0263 or Lois Van Tol, 743-3426.

For Rent
DUPLEX - 1 bedroom Cooper-Young Area.
$200.00 per month. Call 324-8783 after 6:30 PM.

For Sale

Opportunities

Wanted to Buy

SAVE...Several pieces have been damaged in ship
ping, and are now LESS than half price. The
Wood Gallery Unfinished Furniture. 725-5568
ZENITH SHORT-WAVE AM-FM portable... 110
world-wide radio $145. Stick-Broom vacum
cleaner. $24.50. Cash, call 527-0769

DO YOU NOW distribute Aloevera, Amway
Avon, DMSO, Sarah Convenlry Shaklee' In
vestigate a product that is not competetive with
what you handle now but can help in your
marketing move to "MEGA-BUCKS." No invest
ment required, 50 to 100 percent profit in Captive
Market Place, Call Sandra 452-2456

NEED CASH?? We buy used albums St cassettes.
Also we buy paperbacks, adult books St magazines
Paperback Shack - 3521 Walker (Near
Tiger Bookstore) 454-9690

AUDIO - RESEARCH TURNTABLE. $50.00.
Marantz 1060 Receiver, 30 Watts per channel,
$100.00. 726-9642 after 5 PM.

IF YOU ARE in Business (Amway Dist. to U.S.
Steel) St want more profit thru barter — call the
professionals at 526-5502

Music

Autos

SINGER AUDITIONS: COMMERCIALS
Background Vocals. Submit cassette tapes ONLY
to PO Box 12025, Memphis TN. 38112.

FORD 1950, 2-door sedan. 90 per cent restored
many extra parts. Best reasonable offer. Will com
sider trade for economy car. 326-5708

- ?NCUcVforNTa1es' on^track"'
Friendly experienced staff. 458-4496
SOU I HERN STEEL GUITAR FELLOWSHIP,
Lessons, Seminars, Workshops, clinics. Meets 2nd
Saturday monthly. Call: Glenn Childers (901)
386-8084 or Skip Cole (Skip Cole (901( 393-8768).
Southern Steel is for Real.

Food & Drink
MAGIC! FANTASIA HAS THE MAGIC. 1718
Madison. Come to your favorite Classical Music
Art Gallery. Say "Miller

1941 PLYMOUTH CUSTOM Deluxe Sedan, fully
restored. For sale or trade for late model pickup
truck. 725-5867 after 6 PM.

Events

VW, ^1966 SQUAREBACK with '72 type 3 engine,

WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER Fundraiser.
Phyllis Dougherty's house at 1176 Forest. Feb.
•Wirt. •>-_ Cash bar for the thirsty; sn.

generator, body rough. $500.00 725-5867

THE DIXIE FLYER PRESS PRODUCES MEMORABLE

PRINTING

DESIGN

TYPESETTING

single sheet flyers
to perfect-bound books

meticulously
rendered by hand

rapidly and accurately
produced by computer

NEWSLETTERS - format design, typesetting, production, printing and computer mailing for businesses or organizations.
BROCHURES AND CATALOGS - from copy and layout to complete printed piece, in quantities of hundreds to thousands.
LETTERHEADS, LOGOS & CARDS - we'll design a new image for you, and print either business or personal stationery.
POLITICAL LITERATURE - it's never too early to start on next year's campaign. We're specialists!
BOOKS - we are the only company in this area to offer these personalized services to writers: editing, format design, typesetting and
printing - from slender volumes of poetry to 200-page perfect-bound hard cover books.
Call us at 722-8730, and let's.talk about what you're doing and how we can help you. Dixie Flyer Press, Inc. 24 N. Auburndale.

